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Abstract
We show that the accessibility problem, the common descendant problem, the termination problem
and the uniform termination problem are undecidable for 3-rules semi-Thue systems. As a corollary
we obtain the undecidability of the Post correspondence problem for 7 rules.
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1. Introduction
The very ﬁrst undecidable problem found in mathematics proper (i.e., not in
logic or computability theory) was the so-called word problem for ﬁnitely presented semi-
groups. This problem is also known as Thue problem after Axel Thue who posed it in [36]
in 1914, i.e. long before the development of a general notion of algorithm and Church
Thesis.
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Informally, this problem can be described as follows. We are given a ﬁnite alphabet A
and a ﬁnite set T of deﬁning relations
u1 ←→ v1,
...
un ←→ vn,
(1)
where the u’s and v’s are words from A∗. Two words, f and g, from A∗ are considered
to be equivalent modulo T if one of these words can be obtained from the other word via
ﬁnitely many replacements of ui by vi or vice versa. Thue asked for a method to decide,
given T , f and g, whether the two latter words are equivalent modulo T .
In 1947 Andrei Markov [23,24] and Emil Post [32] proved (independently) that no such
method is possible. Moreover, we can ﬁx T and f , and still have undecidability. A lot of
effortswas spent bymany researchers in attempts to construct a “simple’’T with undecidable
word problem (for surveys of such results see, for example, [27,28]).
One of the measures of “simplicity’’ is n, the number of deﬁning relations. In 1970 the
ﬁrst author ([25], for detailed proofs see [7,28]) constructed a particular system with only 3
deﬁning relations for which the word problem is undecidable. This result remains the best
(in the number of relations) till now. On the other hand, it is rather striking that no algorithm
was found for the case of a single deﬁning relation (for partial progress in this direction see,
for example, [1,22]).
In the present paper we shall deal with similar problems but with more ﬂavor of computer
science than that of algebra. Namely, instead of deﬁning relations (1) we shall deal with a
system S of rewriting rules
u1 −→ v1,
...
un −→ vn.
(2)
Such collections of rules are called semi-Thue systems in contrast toThue-systemswhich are
collections of bi-directional rules (1). A word g is called a descendant of a word f modulo
S as soon as the word g can be obtained from the word f via ﬁnitely many replacements
of ui by vi .
A straightforward counterpart of Thue problem for semi-Thue systems is the accessibility
problem: given S, f and g, to decide whether g is a descendant of f modulo S.
Another problem, named common descendant problem, can be also viewed as a coun-
terpart of Thue problem for semi-Thue systems: given S, f and g, to decide whether there
exists a word h which is a descendant of both f and g.
If we put more attention to the process of transformation of words rather than to its
result (which is typical to computer science but has no counterpart in, say, algebra), then
we can consider inﬁnite derivations modulo a given semi-Thue system. Thus we come to
the classical termination problem: given S and f , to decide whether there is an inﬁnite
derivation from f modulo S. If we do not specify a word f , we get the uniform termination
problem.
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The accessibility problem for semi-Thue systems is undecidable. This follows from the
above-mentioned result of Markov–Post because the word problem for a Thue system T is
equivalent to the accessibility problem for the semi-Thue system Tsym resulting from the
system T by replacing each deﬁning relation u ←→ v by two rewriting rules u −→ v
and v −→ u; in fact the direct proof of the undecidability of the accessibility problem for
semi-Thue systems is much simpler than the proof of undecidability of the original Thue
problem, the main obstacle which Markov and Post had to overcome was the bi-directional
character of the rules in Thue systems.
For a “symmetric’’ semi-Thue system Tsym, the common descendant problem is equiva-
lent to the accessibility problem (and to the word problem for Thue system T ) and hence
the common descendant problem is also undecidable.
The undecidability of the termination problem can be deduced easily from the undecid-
ability of the “halting-problem’’ for some ﬁxed Turing machine [9, p. 70, Theorem 2.2] via
a general translation of Turing machines into semi-Thue systems [9, p. 88–93, Section 2].
The undecidability of the uniform termination problem for ﬁnite semi-Thue systems is a
somewhat more subtle result; it is closely linked with the problem to determine whether a
given Turing machine is terminating on every starting conﬁguration; this last problem has
been proved undecidable in [17] and the corollary that the Uniform Terminating Problem
is undecidable is derived in [17, p. 227, point (8)].
The main results of the present paper are constructions of particular semi-Thue systems,
each with 3 rules only, for which the accessibility problem, common descendant problem,
and termination problem are undecidable; for the uniform termination problem we show
that it remains undecidable even if we restrict ourselves to semi-Thue systems with 3 rules
only.
The ﬁrst of the above-mentioned 3-rules semi-Thue system can be transformed, by the
technique from [6], into an undecidable Post Correspondence Problem (PCP) with only 7
pairs of words.
The construction of undecidable 3-rules semi-Thue systems exploits the main idea from
the ﬁrst author construction of an undecidable Thue-system with 3 deﬁning relations cited
above. However, this was not enough, and the present paper is not a mere translation of
the technique known for Thue systems to the case of semi-Thue systems. Quite a new idea
of a hierarchy of letters and their transformations is introduced here in order to keep the
number of rules as small as in the case of Thue systems, and this new technique might ﬁnd
applications in other cases.
The results of this paper were announced in [29] but detailed proofs are published here
for the ﬁrst time. The new bound on undecidability of PCP was used by [2,4,5].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Vocabulary, notation
2.1.1. Words
By  we denote, as usual, the empty word. If a word g is a sufﬁx of a word f , i.e. f = hg
for some word h, then we shall use the notation fg−1 for this word h.
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2.1.2. Semi-Thue systems
Formally, a semi-Thue system over an alphabetA is a subset ofA∗×A∗; usually a system
S = {〈u1, v1〉, . . . , 〈un, vn〉}will be exhibited as (2). By−→S we denote the binary relation
among words from A∗ such that
f −→S g ⇐⇒ ∃u, v, p, q ∈ A∗, (〈u, v〉 ∈ S &f = puq &g = pvq). (3)
The relation −→S is called the one-step rewriting relation generated by S.
A derivation modulo S is a sequence D = (wi, pi, ui, vi)i∈I , where I is a non-empty
beginning section of N (i.e. I = [0, k] for some k ∈ N or I = N), wi is a word from
A∗, 〈ui, vi〉 is a rule from S, provided that for every positive i from I there exist a word
qi−1 such that wi = pi−1vi−1qi−1 and wi−1 = pi−1ui−1qi−1. In order to abbreviate the
notation we often (incorrectly) drop the data pi, ui, vi in the deﬁnition of a derivation D.
The length of D is k (if I = [0, k]) or∞ (if I = N).
By f ∗−→S g, f +−→S g, f k−→S g (where k ∈ N) we denote, respectively, the mere
existence of a derivation of the form f = w0, . . . , wk = g, the existence of such a derivation
of some positive length or of length exactly k (see [18]); by f ∞−→S we denote the existence
of an inﬁnite derivation starting from f .
The set of descendants of f modulo S, denoted by ∗S(f ), is deﬁned by:
∗S(f ) = {g ∈ A∗, f ∗−→S g}.
A derivation D is said to be an rl-derivation (rl stands for right-to-left) iff, ∀i ∈
I − {0}, |pi | < |pi−1vi−1|.
We remind the reader that a semi-Thue system S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ is said conﬂuent iff
∀u, v,w ∈ A∗, (u ∗−→S v&u ∗−→S w)⇒ (∃u′ ∈ A∗, v ∗−→S u′&w ∗−→S u′).
It is easy to see that when S is conﬂuent and there is no inﬁnite derivation modulo S, then
every wordw has a unique normal form, denoted by S(w), such thatw ∗−→S S(w) and no
rule from S is applicable to S(w). We shall use this property for deﬁning different maps.
2.1.3. Algorithmic problems
The following algorithmic problems on semi-Thue systems are classical:
The individual accessibility problem (IAP) for the alphabet A, the semi-Thue system
S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ and the word w0 ∈ A∗:
instance : one word w ∈ A∗
question : w ∗−→S w0?
The accessibility problem (ACP) for the alphabet A and the semi-Thue system S ⊆
A∗ × A∗:
instance : two words w1, w2 ∈ A∗
question : w1 ∗−→S w2?
The common descendant problem (CDP) for the alphabet A and the semi-Thue system
S ⊆ A∗ × A∗:
instance : two words w1, w2 ∈ A∗
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question : is there a word w ∈ A∗ such that w1 ∗−→S w and w2 ∗−→S w?
The termination problem (TP) for the alphabet A and the semi-Thue system S ⊆
A∗ × A∗:
instance : w ∈ A∗
question : does every derivation modulo S starting on w have ﬁnite length?
(when the answer is “yes’’, we say that S terminates on w).
The uniform termination problem (UTP) for a class S of semi-Thue systems:
instance : an alphabet A and a ﬁnite semi-Thue system S ⊆ A∗ × A∗ which belongs
to S
question : does every derivation modulo S starting from a word inA∗ have ﬁnite length?
(when the answer is “yes’’ we say that S is uniformly-terminating, sometimes abbreviated
as u-terminating).
For more information the reader can refer to [3,19] (about semi-Thue systems) or [10,11]
(about termination problems).
2.2. Some useful results
The following reduction of the IAP to the PCP will be useful.
Theorem 2.1 (Claus [6]). The individual accessibility problem for a semi-Thue system
with n rules reduces to a Post correspondence problem for n+ 4 pairs of words.
The following lemma will ease the extraction of a “regular’’ inﬁnite derivation from a
general inﬁnite derivation, in Section 3.2.4.
Lemma 2.1 (Sénizergues [33]). Let S be a ﬁnite subset of A+ × A∗ and let D = (wi, pi,
ui, vi)i∈N be a derivationmodulo S.Then, there exists some injection  : N→ N and some
sequence (w′i , p′i )i∈N such that, w′0 = w0 and (w′i , p′i , u(i), v(i))i∈N is a rl-derivation
modulo S.
3. Constructions
All constructions of 3-rule semi-Thue systems in this paper are done according to the
following scheme. We start with some semi-Thue system S0 over a ﬁnite alphabet A0 and
then construct
• a sequence of alphabets Ai and semi-Thue systems Si over Ai (for 1 i5),
• maps i : A∗i → A∗i+1 , (for 0 i4),• partial maps i : A∗i+1 → A∗i (for 0 i4) and 5 : A∗5 → A∗5,
such that for i = 0, . . . , 4 the map i is a left-inverse of i in the sense that
∀w ∈ A∗i ,i (i (w)) = w.
Every i is then an encoding (i.e. an injective map) while i will be called a decoding.
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Fig. 1. Systems, codings and decodings.
In proofs of Theorems 4.1–4.3 we just start from different semi-Thue systems S0. The
required relationship between S0 and S5 is established in subsection 3.2. In an ideal world
it should take only the two following general forms:
• for every words w,w′ in A∗i ,
w −→Si w′ ⇒ i (w) ∗−→Si+1 i (w′)
• for every words w,w′ in A∗i+1 (and fulﬁlling some suitable condition)
w −→Si+1 w′ ⇒ i (w) ∗−→Si i (w′). (4)
For technical reasons we are to introduce auxiliary systems S˜i and S¯i (i = 2, 3, 4) which
slightly extend the main systems Si , and replace the latter systems by the former in (4) as
summarized in Fig. 1.
3.1. Deﬁnitions
In this section we describe the construction of systems S1–S5.
3.1.1. System S0
We start with an arbitrary semi-Thue system S0 over some ﬁnite alphabetA0 = {a1, . . . ,
a} and denote the rules of this system as follows:
u1 −→ v1,
...
un0 −→ vn0 .
Let 0 (resp. 	0) be the maximum length of the left-hand (resp. right-hand) sides of the
rules of S0.
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3.1.2. System S1
We extend the alphabet A0 by a new letter a0 and deﬁne an auxiliary system T over the
extended alphabet B0 = A0 ∪ {a0} consisting of the rules
a
0
0 −→ ,
u1q −→ v1q
(
for all q ∈ B0−|u1|0
)
,
...
un0q −→ vn0q
(
for all q ∈ B0−|un0 |0
)
.
(5)
Note that all rules have the same length of their left-hand sides equal to 0.
Now let A1 = {x, y} and 
 : B∗0 → A∗1 be the monoid homomorphism deﬁned by
∀i ∈ [0,], 
(ai) = xxyi+1xy+1−i .
The map 0 : A∗0 → A∗1 is then deﬁned by
∀w ∈ A∗0, 0(w) = 
(wa00 ).
The system S1 consists of the rules


(
a
0
0
)
−→ ,

(u1q) −→ 
(v1q)
(
for all q ∈ B0−|u1|0
)
,
...

(un0q) −→ 
(vn0q)
(
for all q ∈ B0−|un0 |0 ,
)
.
(6)
The map 0 : A∗1 → A∗0 is deﬁned by means of the following two semi-Thue systems over
B0 ∪ A1:
T0 : xxyi+1xy+1−i −→ ai (for 0 i), (7)
T ′0 : x −→ ,
y −→ ,
a0 −→ .
One can easily check that both semi-Thue systemsT0 andT ′0 are u-terminating and conﬂuent.
For every w in A∗1 we set:
0(w) = T ′0(T0(w)).
Finally, we introduce homogeneous notation—let rules (6) be written as
u0 −→ v0,
...
un −→ vn
with n0, |u0| = · · · = |un| = 1 = 0( + 5), and |v0|	1, . . . , |vn|	1 =
(0 + 	0)(+ 5).
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3.1.3. System S2
Let A2 = {a, b} and let  : A∗1 → A∗2 be the monoid homomorphism deﬁned by
(x) = b2abaa; (y) = b2aaba.
The map 1 : A∗1 → A∗2 is then deﬁned by
∀w ∈ A∗1, 1(w) = (w)b2.
The system S2 consists of the rules
1(u0) −→ 1(v0),
...
1(un) −→ 1(vn).
(8)
The system S˜2 is the extension of S2 by the additional rule
b −→ a (9)
and the system S¯2 is further extension of S˜2 by the rule
 −→ a. (10)
We denote by S,ba the semi-Thue system consisting of the above two rules (9) and (10).
The map 1 : A∗2 → A∗1 is deﬁned by means of the following two semi-Thue systems
T1 and T ′1:
T1 : b2abaa −→ x,
b2aaba −→ y,
T ′1 : a −→ ,
b −→ .
(11)
One can easily check that both semi-Thue systemsT1 andT ′1 are u-terminating and conﬂuent.
For every w in A∗2 we set
1(w) = T ′1(T1(w)).
3.1.4. System S3
Let A3 = {a, b, c, d}. The map 2 : A∗2 → A∗3 is then deﬁned by 2(w) = w, i.e.,
2 is simply the natural embedding of A∗2 into A∗3.
Let  : (A2 ∪ {c})∗ → A∗3 be the monoid homomorphism deﬁned by
∀x ∈ A2 ∪ {c}, (x) = cx.
The system S3 consists of the rules
1(u0) −→ 
(
1(v0)c6(	1−|v0|)
)
c,
...
1(un) −→ 
(
1(vn)c6(	1−|vn|)
)
c,
c −→ .
(12)
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The system S˜3 is the extension of S3 by the additional rules:
a −→ d, b −→ a (13)
and the system S¯3 is further extension of S˜3 by the additional rule
c −→ d. (14)
Let us denote by Li −→ Mi , i = 0, . . . , n, the “long’’ rules of the system S3. All the
left-hand sides of these rules have the lengths equal to  = 61 + 2, and all the right-hand
sides have the lengths equal to 	 = 12	1 + 5, and we introduce notation for the letters
of the M’s and L’s. Namely, let li,j denote the (j + 1)th letter of Li and mi,k denote the
(k + 1)th letter ofMi , i.e. for i = 0, . . . , n
Li = li,0 . . . li,, (15)
Mi =mi,0 . . . mi,	. (16)
The map 2 : A∗3 → A∗2 is the homomorphism from A∗3 onto A∗2 such that
2(a) = a, 2(b) = b, 2(c) = , 2(d) = a.
3.1.5. System S4
Let A4 = {a, b, c, d, aˆ, bˆ, cˆ, cˇ}. Let us call main letters the elements of {aˆ, bˆ, cˆ} and
nominal letters the elements of {a, b, c, cˇ}.
Let  : A∗3 → A∗4 be the unique monoid homomorphism such that
(a) = aˆbn, (b) = bˆbn, (c) = cˇbn, (d) = dbn.
The map 3 : A∗3 → A∗4 is then deﬁned by
∀w ∈ A∗3, 3(w) = (aw)c.
The system S4 is deﬁned as follows. Let
L = l0,0l1,0 . . . ln,0 . . . l0,l1, . . . ln,, (17)
M = m0,0m1,0 . . . mn,0 . . . m0,	m1,	 . . . mn,	. (18)
The system S4 consists of the rules
L −→ M,
bˆ −→ b, aˆ −→ a, cˇ −→ c,
bˆ −→ aˆ, a −→ d, c −→ d,
b −→ a,
aˆdncdna −→ aˆbnaˆ, aˆdncdnb −→ aˆbnbˆ, aˆdncdnc −→ aˆbncˇ,
bˆdncdna −→ bˆbnaˆ, bˆdncdnb −→ bˆbnbˆ, bˆdncdnc −→ bˆbncˇ.
(19)
Note that when the number n is ﬁxed, all information about the original system S0 is coded
in the two words, L andM , and the other rules of the system S4 do not depend on S0. This
way of coding a (semi-)Thue system by two words was the main idea of the ﬁrst author’s
construction of an undecidable Thue-system with 3 rules.
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Fig. 2. Lattice A4.
The system S˜4 is the extension of S4 by the additional rules:
cˆ −→ cˇ,
cˆdncdna −→ cˆbnaˆ, cˆdncdnb −→ cˆbnbˆ, cˆdncdnc −→ cˆbncˇ (20)
and the system S¯4 is further extension of S˜4 by the rule
cˆ −→ bˆ. (21)
Let us notice that the ordered set (A4,
∗−→S¯4) is a lattice (see its Hasse diagram in Fig. 2,
where the ordering ∗−→S¯4 goes from top to bottom). This hierarchy of letters is the second
main idea which ﬁnally resulted in 3-rule semi-Thue systems.
Let  : A∗4 → A∗3 be the homomorphism deﬁned by
(a) = a,(aˆ) = a,(b) = b,(bˆ) = b,(c) = c,(cˇ) = c,(cˆ) = c,(d) = d.
We introduce two subsetsQn,Rn ⊆ A∗4 by
Qn = {w ∈ A∗4 | ∀i ∈ [1, |w|], w[i] ∈ {aˆ, bˆ, cˇ, cˆ} ⇒ i ≡ 1 (mod n+ 1)},
Rn = Qn ∩ {w ∈ A∗4 | |w| ≡ 1 (mod n+ 1)}.
The partial map 3 : A∗4 → A∗3 is deﬁned by
Dom(3) = Rn
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and for every w = z1z2 . . . zk , where zi ∈ A4,
3(w) = (zn+2)(z2n+3) . . .(zj (n+1)+1)
for j such that j (n+ 1)+ 1 < k(j + 1)(n+ 1)+ 1.
3.1.6. System S5
Let A5 = {x, x¯, y}. We shall use the abbreviation u1 = xx¯, u2 = x2x¯2.
Let  : A∗4 → A∗5 be the unique monoid homomorphism such that
(bˆ) = yu2u2u2u2, (b) = yu1u1u2u2,
(aˆ) = yu2u2u2, (a) = yu1u1u2,
(cˆ) = yu2u2u2u2u1, (cˇ) = yu2u2u1u1u1, (c) = yu1u1u1u1u1,
(d) = y.
(22)
The map 4 : A∗4 → A∗5 is then deﬁned by
∀w ∈ A∗4, 4(w) = (w)y.
The system S5 consists of the rules
(L)y −→ (M)y,
u2u2u2(dncdn)yu1u1 −→ u2u2u2(bn)yu2u2,
xx¯ −→ .
(23)
We denote by D the semi-Thue system consisting of the single rule
xx¯ −→ .
The set ofwords {w ∈ {x, x¯}∗|w ∗−→D} is denoted byD∗1 , it is knownas theDyck-language.
Let us denote by P4 the set (A4). One can check that (P4,
∗−→D) is a lattice too and
that  : A4 → P4 is a lattice-isomorphism. We deﬁne a map ¯ : yD∗1 → A∗4 by
∀w ∈ yD∗1 , ¯(w) = −1
(∧
P4
(∗D(w) ∩ P4)
)
(24)
(where the symbol∧P4 denotes the g.l.b. in (P4, ∗−→D)).
As yD∗1 is a sufﬁx code which is the base of (yD∗1)
∗
, ¯ admits a unique extension as a
morphism (yD∗1)
∗ → A∗4 which is still denoted by ¯. The partial map 4 : A∗5 → A∗4 is
then deﬁned by
Dom(4) = (yD∗1)∗y,
∀w ∈ (yD∗1)∗y,4(w) = ¯(wy−1).
3.2. General properties
3.2.1. Encodings
Proposition 3.1. For every w,w′ ∈ A∗0, if
w −→S0 w′ then 0(w) −→S1 0(w′).
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Proof. Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.2. For every w,w′ ∈ A∗1, if w −→S1 w′ then 1(w) −→S2 1(w′).
Proof. Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.3. For every w,w′ ∈ A∗2, if w −→S2 w′ then 3 ◦ 2(w)
+−→S4 3 ◦ 2(w′).
Proof. Let w = puq,w′ = pvq and 〈u, v〉 ∈ S2.
Then
3 ◦ 2(w) = (ap)(u)(q)c, 3 ◦ 2(w′) = (ap)(v)(q)c.
The rule 〈u, v〉 must have the form: u = 1(ui) = Li, v = 1(vi) = Mi (where 0 in).
There should exist z ∈ {a, b}, L′i ∈ {a, b}∗, t ∈ {aˆ, bˆ, c}, r ′, r ′′ ∈ A∗4 such that
(ap) = r ′zˆbn, Li = L′ib,(q)c = tr ′′. (25)
Then
3 ◦ 2(w) = r ′zˆbn(L′i )bˆbntr ′′ = r ′zˆbn−i (bi(L′i )bˆbn−i )bi tr ′′. (26)
One can check that
bi(L′i )bˆbn−i
∗−→S4 L (27)
because
• |bi(L′i )bˆbn−i | = (+ 1)(n+ 1) = |L|,
• the image by  of the letters at positions ≡ i + 1 (mod n + 1) in bi(L′i )bˆbn−i (resp.
in L) is Li ,
• every letter at position j /≡ i + 1 (mod n+ 1) in bi(L′i )bˆbn−i (resp. in L) is equal to b
(resp. belongs to {a, b}).
Hence
r ′zˆbn−i (bi(L′i )bˆbn−i )bi tr ′′
∗−→S4 r ′zˆbn−i (L)bi tr ′′
−→S4 r ′zˆbn−i (M)bitr ′′
(here we use the rule b −→ a as many times as necessary).
LetM ′i = Mic−1. Let us deﬁne a homomorphism  : A∗3 → A∗4 (which is analogous to
) by
(a) = adn, (b) = bdn, (c) = cdn, (d) = d dn.
One can notice that, by arguments similar to those used for derivation (27),
M
∗−→S4 di(M ′i )cdn−i . (28)
Hence
r ′zˆbn−i (M)bi tr′′ ∗−→S4 r ′zˆbn−i (di(M ′i )cdn−i )bi tr ′′∗−→S4 r ′zˆdn(M ′i )cdntr ′′.
(29)
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Owing to the equality Mi = 
(
1(vi)c6(	1−|vi |)
)
c and using the last block of six rules of
(19), we get
zˆdn(M ′i )cdnt
∗−→S4 (z1(vi))t. (30)
By all the above derivations we have:
3 ◦ 2(w) −→S4 r ′zˆbn(1(vi))tr ′′
= (ap)(1(vi))(q)c
= 3 ◦ 2(w′). 
(31)
Proposition 3.4. For every w,w′ ∈ A∗4, if w −→S4 w′ then 4(w)
+−→S5 4(w′).
Proof. Not difﬁcult. 
3.2.2. Decodings
Proposition 3.5. Let w ∈ (yD∗1)∗y,w′ ∈ A∗5 be such words that
w −→S5 w′. (32)
Then
(1) w′ ∈ (yD∗1)∗y,
(2) 4(w)
∗−→S¯4 4(w′),(3) If the rule used in derivation (32) is (L)y −→ (M)y then 4(w) −→S4 4(w′).
Proof. Let us notice ﬁrst that, for everyw ∈ P4, equality (24) implies that ¯(w) = −1(w).
Hence
¯ ◦  = IdA∗4 . (33)
Let w and w′ be such words from A∗5 that w ∈ (yD∗1)∗y and w −→S5 w′.
Case 1: The rule used is (L)y −→ (M)y.
The occurrence of (L)y in w must be of the form
w = p(L)yq with p ∈ (yD∗1)∗ and q ∈ (D∗1y)∗.
Hence
w′ = p(M)yq
which shows that w′ ∈ (yD∗1)∗y ( point (1) of the proposition), and
4(w) = ¯(p)¯((L))4(yq), 4(w′) = ¯(p)¯((M))4(yq).
By identity (33)
4(w) = ¯(p)L4(yq), 4(w′) = ¯(p)M4(yq).
Hence 4(w) −→S4 4(w′) (proving points (2) and (3) of the proposition).
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Case 2: The rule used is u2u2u2(dncdn)yu1u1 −→ u2u2u2(bn)yu2u2.
Then
w = pyw1u2u2u2(dncdn)yu1u1w2qy,
w′ = pyw1u2u2u2(bn)yu2u2w2qy
with p, q ∈ (yD∗1)∗, w1, w2 ∈ D∗1 .
As (aˆ) ∈ ∗D(yw1u2u2u2)
¯(yw1u2u2u2)
∗−→D aˆ.
Hence ¯(yw1u2u2u2) ∈ {aˆ, bˆ, cˆ}.
Let us examine all the possible values of the pair (¯(yu1u1w2), ¯(yu2u2w2)).
One can check that for every v ∈ yD∗1 , only the following cases are possible:
∗D(v) ∩ {(a),(b),(c)} = ∅, ¯(v) = d, (C1)
∗D(v) ∩ {(a),(b),(c)} = {(a)}, ¯(v) ∈ {a, aˆ}, (C2)
∗D(v) ∩ {(a),(b),(c)} = {(a),(b)}, ¯(v) ∈ {b, bˆ}, (C3)
∗D(v) ∩ {(a),(b),(c)} ⊇ {(c)}, ¯(v) ∈ {c, cˇ, cˆ}. (C4)
But the fact that every word in {(a),(b),(c)} begins with yu1u1 implies that
∗D(yu1u1w2) ∩ {(a),(b),(c)} = ∗D(yu2u2w2) ∩ {(a),(b),(c)}.
Hence both words yu1u1w2, yu2u2w2 fulﬁll the same case Ci (1 i4).
It follows that
(¯(yu1u1w2), ¯(yu2u2w2))
∈ {(x, x)|x ∈ A4} ∪ {(a, aˆ), (b, bˆ), (c, cˇ), (c, cˆ), (cˇ, cˆ)}. (34)
Let us prove that the two last values (c, cˆ), (cˇ, cˆ) are impossible.
If ¯(yu2u2w2)) = cˆ then either {(a),(c)} ⊆ ∗D(yu2u2w2) or{(cˆ)} ⊆ ∗D(yu2u2w2).
In the former case, {(a),(c)} ⊆ ∗D(yu1u1w2) too, so that
¯(yu1u1w2) = cˆ. (35)
In the latter case, yu1u1u2u2u1 ∈ ∗D(yu1u1w2), hence {(a),(c)} ⊆ ∗D(yu1u1w2)
and again (35) holds.
Thus we reﬁned (34) to
(¯(yu1u1w2), ¯(yu2u2w2)) ∈ {(x, x)|x ∈ A4} ∪ {(a, aˆ), (b, bˆ), (c, cˇ)}.
Hence 4(w)
∗−→S¯4 4(w′) using either no rule at all or one of the six last rules of (19) or
the three last rules of (20).
Case 3: The rule used is xx¯ −→ .
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Let w1, w′1 ∈ A∗5 be such words that w = w1y,w′ = w′1y. We have w1
∗−→D w′1 hence
∗D(w1) ⊇ ∗D(w′1), so that
∧
P4
(∗D(w1) ∩ P4)
∗−→D
∧
P4
(∗D(w
′
1) ∩ P4).
As  is a lattice isomorphism from A4 to P4 we have
−1
(∧
P4
(∗D(w1) ∩ P4)
)
∗−→S¯4 −1
(∧
P4
(∗D(w
′
1) ∩ P4)
)
. 
Proposition 3.6. Let w,w′ ∈ Rn be such words that w −→S˜4 w′.
Then 3(w)
∗−→S¯3 3(w′).
Proof. Easy. 
Proposition 3.7. Let w,w′ be words from A∗3.
(1) If w −→S¯3 w′ then 2(w)
∗−→S¯2 2(w′).
(2) If w −→
S˜3
w′ then 2(w)
∗−→
S˜2
2(w
′).
Proof. Easy. 
Proposition 3.8. Let w,w′ ∈ A∗2 and w¯ ∈ Im 1 be such words that w¯ −→S,ba
w −→S2 w′. Then ∃w¯′ ∈ Im 1 such that w¯ −→S2 w¯′ −→S,ba w′.
Proof. Suppose that w,w′ ∈ A∗2 and w¯ ∈ Im 1 are fulﬁlling
w¯ −→
S
,b
a
w −→S2 w′. (36)
Let us distinguish two cases, according to the rule used in the ﬁrst step of (36).
Case 1: The rule used is  −→ a.
There exist p, q, p′, q ′ ∈ A∗2, i ∈ [0, n] such that
w¯ = pq, w = paq = p′1(ui)q ′, w′ = p′1(vi)q ′.
If the word p (resp. q) had no factor bb, then no rule of S2 can use this position of letter a.
Hence the given occurrence of 1(ui)must take place inside p or q. Therefore, there exists
w¯′ ∈ Im 1 such that
w¯ −→S2 w¯′ −→S,ba w
′. (37)
Otherwise, let p = p0bbp1, q = q1bbq0 be the decompositions corresponding to the
rightmost (resp. leftmost) occurrence of bb in p (resp. q). As |p1q1| = 4, we must have
|p1aq1| = 5, hence no rule of S2 can use the given occurrence of a. We can thus again
conclude that derivation (37) holds.
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Case 2: The rule used is b −→ a.
There exist p, q, p′, q ′ ∈ A∗2, i ∈ [0, n] such that
w¯ = pbq, w = paq = p′1(ui)q ′, w′ = p′1(vi)q ′.
If p (resp. q) has no factor bb, then p ∈ {, b} (resp. q ∈ {, b}). It follows that the given
position of a in w cannot be used in a rule of S2. We thus reach conclusion (37) again.
Otherwise, let p = p0bbp1, q = q1bbq0 be the decompositions corresponding to the
rightmost (resp. leftmost) occurrence of bb in p (resp. q). We must have either p1aq1 =
aaaa or |p1aq1| = 10 (if the l.h.s. of b −→ a was taken in a factor bb). In both situations,
no rule of S2 can use this occurrence of a, so that (37) follows again. 
Proposition 3.9. Let w,w′ ∈ A∗2 be such words that w −→S2 w′.
Then 1(w) −→S1 1(w′).
Proof. Not difﬁcult. 
Proposition 3.10. Let w,w′ ∈ A∗1 be such words that w −→S1 w′. Then
(1) if the rule used is 

(
a
0
0
)
−→ , then 0(w) = 0(w′),
(2) otherwise, 0(w) −→S0 0(w′).
Proof. Not difﬁcult. 
3.2.3. Stability
Proposition 3.11. Let w,w′ ∈ A∗5 be such words that w ∈ ∗D(Im 4) and w −→S5 w′.
Then w′ ∈ ∗D(Im 4).
Proof. Straightforward. 
Proposition 3.12. Let w,w′ ∈ A∗4 be such words that w ∈ Rn and w −→S¯4 w′. Then
w′ ∈ Rn.
Proof. Easy. 
3.2.4. Extractions
Proposition 3.13. Let w ∈ A∗5 be such a word that w
∞−→S5 . Then, ∃w′ ∈ (yD∗1)∗y,
w′ ∞−→S5.
Proof. We deﬁne a map ′5 : (y{x, x¯}∗)∗ −→ (yD∗1)∗ in the following way. Letw be some
word in y{x, x¯}∗. It has a unique decomposition as
w = yw0z1w1 . . . ziwi . . . zkwk,
where wi ∈ D∗1 , zi ∈ {x, x¯} and z1 . . . zi . . . zk = D(w). Then we deﬁne
′5(w) = yw0w1 . . . wi . . . wk.
As y{x, x¯}∗ is a sufﬁx code which is the base of the monoid (y{x, x¯}∗)∗,′5 admits a unique
extension as a homomorphism (y{x, x¯}∗)∗ → (yD∗1)∗ which is still denoted by ′5.
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Now we deﬁne a map 5 : A∗5 −→ (yD∗1)∗y by
∀w ∈ A∗5, 5(w) = ′5(ywy).
One can check that for all w,w′ ∈ A∗5,
w −→S5 w′ &⇒ 5(w) −→S5 5(w′).
It follows that
w
∞−→S5&⇒ 5(w) ∞−→S5. 
Proposition 3.14. Let w ∈ A∗4 be such a word that w
∞−→S¯4. Then, ∃w′ ∈ Rn,w′
∞−→S¯4.
Proof. Let D = (wi)i∈N be an inﬁnite derivation modulo S¯4 starting from w = w0.
For every v ∈ A∗4 we call alternation any factor f of v of the form
f = z1gz2
such that z1, z2 are main letters, g ∈ A∗4 contains only nominal letters, and | g | /≡ n
(mod n+ 1). We denote by ‖v‖ the number of alternations of v. We observe ﬁrst that the
rules from −→S¯4 do not increase the number of alternations. Without loss of generality we
can then suppose that all wi have the same number of alternations, say J . By left-product
by a ﬁxed main letter, we can also suppose that all wi are beginning with the main letter aˆ.
Let us consider the decompositions
wi = zi,0wi,0zi,1wi,1 . . . zi,jwi,j . . . zi,Jwi,J ,
where zi,j is nominal, zi,jwi,j has no alternation but zi,jwi,j zi,j+1 has one alternation.
The word zi,jwi,j will be called the (j + 1)th block of wi . By Lemma 2.1, we can
suppose that D is an rl-derivation. We show now that if J > 0 then there exists another
inﬁnite derivation with at most J − 1 alternations.
• If some step of derivation applies one of the rules bˆ −→ b, aˆ −→ a, cˆ −→ cˇ on
zi,J , then no rule applied later can involve any position of the (J + 1)th block. Hence,
(wi+1+k(zi+1,Jwi+1,J )−1)k∈N is an inﬁnite derivation with (J − 1) alternations.• If some step of derivation applies one rule in some j th block ( 1jJ ), then no rule
applied later can involve any position of the (J + 1)th block. Hence we obtain again
some inﬁnite derivation with J − 1 alternations.
• if none of the two above cases occurs, then every rule applies on the (J + 1)th block,
and the preﬁx zi,0wi,0zi,1wi,1 . . . zi,J−1wi,J−1 is ﬁxed. Hence (zi,Jwi,J )i∈N is an inﬁnite
derivation with 0 alternation.
We have proved by induction that, under the hypothesis of the proposition, there exists some
inﬁnite derivationD′ = (w′i )i∈N with 0 alternation and, in fact, inQn. Let  ∈ [1, n+1] be
such an integer that |w′i | ≡  (mod n+1). Then (aˆbnw′ibn+1−cˇ)i∈N is an inﬁnite derivation
starting in Rn. 
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Proposition 3.15. Let w ∈ A∗3 be such a word that w
∞−→S¯3. Then, w
∞−→
S˜3
.
Sketch of proof. Suppose thatD = (wi)i0 is an inﬁnite derivation modulo S¯3, such that
w = w0.
Let us remark that no left-hand side of rule of S¯3 uses letter d. Hence, after replacing
every application of rule c −→ d by an application of the trivial rule c −→ c in D, we
obtain another sequence D′ = (w′i )i0 such that
w = w′0 & ∀i ∈ N, ∃ki ∈ {0, 1}, w′i
ki−→
S˜3
w′i+1.
As the system {c −→ d} is u-terminating, it is not possible that almost all the steps of
derivation D use this rule c −→ d . Hence
ki = 1 for inﬁnitely many i ∈ N.
Hence w ∞−→
S˜3
. 
Proposition 3.16. Let w ∈ A∗2 be such a word that w
∞−→
S˜2
. Then
(1) ∃w′ ∈ A∗2, w′
∞−→S2,
(2) if w ∈ Im 1, then w ∞−→S2.
Proof. Let us suppose thatw ∈ A∗2 is such a word thatw
∞−→
S˜2
. Let us prove point (1).We
observe that the number of factors b3 can only decrease in a derivation modulo S˜2 . Hence
there exists w1 ∈ A∗2 such that w1
∞−→
S˜
and the number of factors b3 is ﬁxed (throughout
the derivation). Now, in such a derivation, the number of consecutive blocks b2 at distance
< 4 (i.e. factors of the form b2ub2 with no occurrence of b2 in bub and |u| < 4) can only
decrease. Hence there exists w2 ∈ A∗2 such that w2
∞−→
S˜2
, and the number of factors b3
is ﬁxed, and the number of consecutive blocks b2 at distance < 4 is ﬁxed too. In such a
derivation the rule b −→ a can be applied only
• between two consecutive b2 at distance 5,
• or before the ﬁrst block b2 or after the last block b2,
• or inside a block b2,
• or can transform a block b2abaab2 or b2aabab2 into b2aaaab2.
In either case the position of the new letter a introduced by the rule will never be usable
later on in the derivation. Hence we can discard all the applications of the rule b −→ a in
the derivation, and obtain another inﬁnite derivation modulo S2 starting on w2. Point (1) is
proved.
If w ∈ Im 1, then w has neither factor b3 nor consecutive b2 at distance< 4. Hence, by
the above arguments, w ∞−→S2. Point (2) is proved. 
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4. Reductions and bounds
Let us use the notation
 = 4 ◦ 3 ◦ 2 ◦ 1 ◦ 0,  = 0 ◦ 1 ◦ 2 ◦ 3 ◦ 4.
An easy veriﬁcation from the deﬁnitions shows that for i = 0, . . . , 4
i ◦ i = IdA∗i , (38)
which also implies that
 ◦  = IdA∗0 . (39)
4.1. Finitary problems
4.1.1. Accessibility and common descendant problems
Theorem 4.1. There exists some semi-Thue system S with 3 rules which has undecidable
individual accessibility problem (for some wordw0) and also undecidable common descen-
dant problem.
Proof. Let S be some ﬁnite semi-Thue system over a ﬁnite alphabet A, which has unde-
cidable IAP on a given word w0 ∈ A∗. Let us deﬁne a new semi-Thue system by
A0 = A ∪ {a¯}, S0 = S ∪ {a¯w0a¯ −→ },
where a¯ is a letter not from the alphabet A. It is undecidable, for words u ∈ A∗0, whether
u
∗−→S0  or not. Let us choose this system S0 as a starting-point for our constructions: we
consider the sequence of systems (Si)0 i5 deﬁned in Section 3.1 and starting by the above
S0. We shall show that, for every u ∈ A∗0, the three following statements are equivalent:
(1) u ∗−→S0 ,
(2) (u) ∗−→S5 y3(n+1)+2,
(3) (u), y3(n+1)+2 have some common descendant modulo S5.
Part (1) &⇒ (2):
Let us suppose u ∗−→S0 . Using Proposition 3.1 and the ﬁrst rule of S1 we obtain
0(u)
∗−→S1 

(
a
0
0
)
−→S1 .
By Propositions 3.2–3.4
(u)
∗−→S5 4(3(2(1()))), (40)
where
4(3(2(1()))) = 4(aˆbnbˆbnbˆbnc) = (aˆbnbˆbnbˆbnc)y.
As for every z ∈ A4,(z) ∗−→D y we get
4(3(2(1())))
∗−→S5 y3(n+1)+2. (41)
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By derivations (40), (41), (u) ∗−→S5 y3(n+1)+2.
Part (2) &⇒ (3) is obvious.
Part (3) &⇒ (1):
Let us suppose that (u) and y3(n+1)+2 have some common descendant modulo S5. As
y3(n+1)+2 is irreducible modulo S5, we can conclude that
(u)
∗−→S5 y3(n+1)+2.
By Proposition 3.5 we obtain
4((u))
∗−→S¯4 d3(n+1)+1.
As 4((u)) ∈ Im 3, 4((u)) ∈ Rn and has no occurrence of cˆ. Hence by Proposition 3.6
3(4((u)))
∗−→S¯3 dd
which, by Proposition 3.7 leads to
2(3(4((u))))
∗−→S¯2 aa.
Applying Proposition 3.8 inductively, we obtain
∃w¯′ ∈ Im 1,2(3(4((u)))) ∗−→S2 w¯′ ∗−→S,ba aa.
The only possible value of w¯′ is bb, hence
2(3(4((u))))
∗−→S2 bb
and Propositions 3.9, 3.10 then show that
((u))
∗−→S0 , i.e. u ∗−→S0 .
The equivalence between points (1), (2) and (3) is then established.
The fact that (1)⇐⇒ (2) proves that S5 has undecidable individual accessibility problem
for w0 = y3(n+1)+2.
The fact that (1) ⇐⇒ (3) proves that S5 has undecidable common descendant
problem. 
Corollary 1. The Post correspondence problem is undecidable for 7 pairs of words.
Proof. Follows from Theorems 4.1 and 2.1. 
4.2. Inﬁnitary problems
4.2.1. Termination problem
Theorem 4.2. There exists some semi-Thue system S with 3 rules and with undecidable
termination problem.
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Proof. Let S0 be some ﬁnite semi-Thue system over some ﬁnite alphabet A0 having unde-
cidable termination problem. Let us consider the sequence of systems (Si)0 i5 deﬁned
in Section 3.1 and starting by the above S0. We reduce now the termination problem for S0
to the termination problem for S5 by showing that, for every u ∈ A∗0
u
∞−→S0 if and only if (u) ∞−→S5. (42)
This implies that the system S = S5 has the required property.
Part “only if ’’: Let us suppose that u ∞−→S0. By Propositions 3.1–3.4, we obtain
(u)
∞−→S5.
Part “if ’’: Let us suppose that
(u)
∞−→S5. (43)
By Proposition 3.5 and owing to the fact that S5 − {(L)y −→ (M)y} is u-terminating,
we have
4((u))
∞−→S¯4.
By Proposition 3.11 the whole derivation (43) lies inside ∗D(Im 4), hence
4((u))
∞−→
S˜4
.
By Proposition 3.6 and owing to the fact that S˜4 − {L −→ M} is u-terminating,
3(4((u)))
∞−→S¯3.
By Proposition 3.15, it is also true that
3(4((u)))
∞−→
S˜3
.
By Proposition 3.7, point (2), and owing to the fact that {c −→ , a −→ d} is u-terminating
2(3(4((u))))
∞−→
S˜2
.
Using identities (38) we observe that
2(3(4((u)))) = 1(u) ∈ Im 1.
Hence by Proposition 3.16, point (2)
2(3(4((u))))
∞−→S2
and by Propositions 3.9, 3.10
0(1(2(3(4((u))))))
∞−→S0
i.e., by identity (39)
u
∞−→S0. 
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4.2.2. Uniform termination problem
Theorem 4.3. The uniform termination problem is undecidable for 3 rules semi-Thue
systems.
Proof.Wereducebelow theuniform terminationproblem forﬁnite semi-Thue systems to the
uniform termination problem for 3-rules semi-Thue systems. As the former is undecidable
(as recalled in Section 1), the second problem is undecidable too.
Let S0 be some ﬁnite semi-Thue system over some ﬁnite alphabet A0. Here again we
consider the sequence of systems (Si)0 i5 deﬁned in Section 3.1 and starting by the
above S0. We show now that the uniform termination property for S0 is equivalent to the
uniform termination property for S5
∃u ∈ A∗0, u ∞−→S0 if and only if ∃w ∈ A∗5, w ∞−→S5. (44)
Part “only if’’: Let us suppose u ∞−→S0.
By the same arguments as in part “only if’’ of the proof of Proposition 4.2, we have
(u)
∞−→S5.
Part “if’’: Let us suppose that there exists some w ∈ A∗5 such that
w
∞−→S5.
By Proposition 3.13
∃w′ ∈ (yD∗1)∗y,w′ ∞−→S5.
By Proposition 3.5, and owing to the fact that S5− {(L)y −→ (M)y} is u-terminating,
4(w
′) ∞−→S¯4.
By Proposition 3.14
∃w′′ ∈ Rn, w′′ ∞−→S¯4.
Owing to the fact that −→S¯4 does not increase the number of cˆ,
∃w′′′ ∈ A∗4, w′′ ∗−→S¯4 w′′′
∞−→
S˜4
and by Proposition 3.12, the whole derivation w′′′ ∞−→
S˜4
is inside Rn. Using now Proposi-
tion 3.6 and the fact that S˜4 − {L −→ M} is u-terminating, we obtain
3(w′′′) ∞−→S¯3.
Thus, by proposition 3.15,
3(w′′′) ∞−→S˜3.
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Using Proposition 3.7, point (2), and the fact that {a −→ d, c −→ } is u-terminating, we
obtain
2(3(w′′′′)) ∞−→S˜2.
By point (1) of Proposition 3.16,
∃w′′′ ∈ A∗2, w′′′ ∞−→S2
which, by Propositions 3.9, 3.10 implies
0(1(w′′′′)) ∞−→S0.
We have then exhibited some u ∈ A∗0 such that u
∞−→S0, as was required. Equivalence (44)
is thus proved. 
5. Related work and perspectives
5.1. Other types of rewriting systems
Beside semi-Thue systems, other kinds of “rewriting systems’’ among combinatorial
objects have been investigated in the literature.
The notion of Term Rewriting Systems (TRS) is nowadays considered, on its own, as a
domain of theoretical computer science (see [11]). These systems are in some sense brothers
of Thue-systems since they were also considered by Thue (as asserted in [35], commenting
on [37]). Concerning the termination problem for TRS, it was proved in [8] that this problem
is undecidable even when restricted to the one rule case. A systematic classiﬁcation of
termination problems for TRS, from the decidability point of view, is exposed in [14].
A very general notion ofWord Rewriting Systems was introduced by Post in [31]. These
systems consist of rules which are no more linear (as it is the case for TRS) but still apply on
words (as it is the case for semi-Thue systems). Concerning these systems, the ﬁrst author
has shown [26] that the accessibility is undecidable, even when restricted to the one rule
case.
5.2. Positive side of the same decision problems
As explained in Section 1, much work has been devoted to the search for a solution of the
word-problem for one rule Thue systems, which can be seen as the accessibility problem
for symmetric two-rules semi-Thue systems (see [1,22]).
The Post Correspondence Problem has been shown decidable for 2 pairs of words [12].
A generalization of this positive result is given in [16], but it remains unknown whether the
PCP is solvable for 3 pairs of words.
More recently, a good deal of work has been devoted to the termination and the u-
termination problem for one rule semi-Thue systems: [13,15,20,21,30,34,38]. It seems
generally hoped that this problem will turn out to be decidable, though no general solution
has been found yet.
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